
What is capillary condensation and its significance in 
nanocoatings? 
 
It is common knowledge that for condensation of vapor to take 
place the partial vapour pressure of the liquid should be equal to 
the saturation vapour pressure. The saturation vapour pressure 
depends on the temperature and hence it is common to talk about 
relative vapour pressure. In the context of water, it is customary to 
describe the vapour pressure as ‘relative humidity’ which is 
expressed as a fraction or percentage of the saturated vapour 
pressure. Therefore for condensation of water vapour to take 
place, the relative humidity should be 100% at the prevailing 
temperature.   
 
However, in confined spaces such as porous materials, the 
condensation1 occurs at a lower relative humidity depending upon 
the size and the geometry of the pore. The smaller the pores, the 
lower the vapour pressure at which the condensation will take 
place. Thus the vapour condenses as a liquid and gradually fills up 
the pores leading to formation of a meniscus. 
The vapour pressure, at which the capillary condensation occurs, 
is related to the size of the pore, the surface tension, the 
temperature and the molecular volume. This relationship is 
expressed by Kelvin equation: 
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Where Pv: Vapor pressure 
            Ps: Saturation vapour pressure 
            H: Curvature of the pore (Reciprocal of diameter) 
             γ: Surface tension of the liquid/ air interface 
             V: Molecular volume 
             R: Gas constant 
             T: Temperature 
 
The relative humidity expressed as a fraction at which the 
condensation will take place for a given pore radius can be called 
as critical relative humidity.  The relationship between pore radius 
in nanometers and the critical relative humidity is graphically 
shown in the   following Figure: Capillary condensation:  Relation 
between pore radius and critical relative humidity. The curve 



clearly shows that condensation will occur at 50 ~ 90 % relative 
humidity in the pores with radii ranging from 1nm to 10 nm. 
 
This phenomenon of condensation occurring at considerably lower 
vapour pressure inside the capillaries is attributable to the 
strengthening of the intermolecular forces (like van der Waals) in 
the confined spaces inside the pores. This leads to progressive 
adsorption and formation of the liquid layers on the walls of the 
pores until these are filled up with the liquid. The smaller the 
contact angle of the liquid with the wall, the lower is the vapour 
pressure at which capillary condensation will take place. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure: Capillary condensation:  Relation between pore radius 
and critical relative humidity ( Source: 3) 
 
 
The capillary condensation is a phenomenon, which enables 
liquefaction of vapour in porous materials at low vapour pressures. 
Interstices among nanoparticles are of nanoscale dimensions by 
geometric consideration. Hence the compact layers of 



nanoparticulate powders produce nanoporous structures. These 
mesoporous structures provide an excellent site for capillary 
condensation to occur at low vapor pressure due to the fine size of 
the pores. The oligomeric polymerizable liquids with can be 
deposited by this technique to bring about bridging among the 
nanoparticles. Further supply of thermal or radiation energy can 
lead to curing, adhesion and sintering.  
 
Work by Rubner 4, 5, 6 (Figure: Capillary Condensation & Refractive 
Index) shows two layers of silica nanoparticles with diameter of 10 
nm and 63 nm respectively. Upon capillary condensation of a 
siloxane or a dimethacrylate, the interstices are filled up 
completely in the 10nm layer while the porous structure is retained 
in 63 nm layer. The resultant layers show graded refractive indices 
which can exhibit novel optical effects.  
 

 
 
 
    Figure: Capillary Condensation & Refractive Index (Source 4) 
 
 

Applications Of Capillary Condensation In Nanocoatings 
 

1. Water harvesting coatings : The nanostructured surfaces 
have the ability to cause condensation of atmospheric 
moisture even at low relative humidity or at higher 
temperatures. The scientists have been inspired by 
‘Stenocara Beetle’ insects found in Namib desert in Africa 
who survive in the most arid conditions by capturing water 
from the atmosphere by spreading their wings in the air at 
night. This has led to a technique of water harvesting called 
as ‘Fog Water Collection System’ practiced in Africa and 
Chile whereby large sheets of mesh are erected vertically in 



the wind. The atmospheric humidity liquefies on the surface 
of these sheets and the water drains down into the collection 
system consisting of pipes and a storage tank. The collection 
rates of 5~10 liters/ m2 per day have been reported. The 
water so collected is very pure as it is obtained by 
condensation of vapour.  The nanotechnologists, however, 
feel, that the efficiency of the conventional systems of fog 
water harvesting can be considerably enhanced, by 
harnessing the ability of nanostructured surfaces to extract 
more amount of moisture from the atmosphere. Significant 
amount of work is underway to exploit nanostructured 
surface coatings to resolve the problem of water scarcity 
faced by many regions of the world. 

2. Superhydrophilic antifog coatings 4, 5, 6: Nanostructured 
coatings make surfaces affinic to water due to capillary 
condensation. This causes the fog deposited on these 
surfaces to spread out into a thin sheet of water. The 
transparency lost due to the droplets of water formed by the 
fog is regained upon conversion of these droplets into a 
continuous thin sheet of water. This hydrophilic action 
additionally helps in wiping out the dirt easily when the sheet 
of water drains down. 

3. Antireflective coatings 4,5,6: 
    These coatings significantly improve the performance of 
optical devices like cameras by virtually eliminating the loss of 
incident light by reflection. The coating consisting of 
nanoparticles is cast on the lenses. The interparticle sintering is 
brought about by controlled deposition of polymerizable liquid in 
the interstices of the nanoparticles by monitoring the 
temperature. This is possible due to the self limiting nature of 
the capillary condensation process. The deposited liquid is then 
polymerized by employing suitable energy like UV or heat for 
curing. The reflectance level is brought down to as low as 0.4 % 
across the visible wavelength. Such coatings are likely to see 
widespread commercialization soon on the camera lenses.  
 
4. Structured colour coatings 4, 5, 6: Layer-by-layer deposition of 

polyelectrolytes or nanoparticles is an advanced method of 
casting coatings on various substrates. This is achieved by 
change of pH or ionic strength of the solution. The film 
thickness so achieved is of the order of a few nanometers 
and can consist of continuous or porous layers. This enables 
tuning of refractive indices of the individual layers. The 



thickness of these layers can be tuned such that novel 
colours are displayed by the coating films by interference 
based on the Bragg’s equation. The porous layers in such 
coatings can be mechanically strengthened by interparticle 
sintering using capillary condensation of polymerizable 
liquids. Both the hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic materials 
like siloxane or dimethacrylate monomers can be used which 
are subsequently polymerized by radiation curing. Leading 
automotive companies have collaborated with the research 
institutes to develop such structured colour coatings. 
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